During — Yuki Du ’24

The Sun, in its rage, scorches the earth liberally,
as it seems to pursue the moon, the moon
remains stable in its glow.

And so the Sun in its unending quest,
The sun’s envy burned,
consulting with the stars, wondering,
how to reach the moon’s status of luminosity.

With stars as his orientation, monitoring
a precise plan.
He worked hard to reach his prime.
Its fervor burns bright, non-stop.

But the moon remains, her infinite grace
Stands tall against the sun’s fervent heat,
displaying her serenity.

Though the Sun may never subdue the moon,
his fire will burn, for ever and ever.

Do not be afraid to pursue your dreams, it will bring you joy. Even if you fail, you will still gain. Just like the Sun, he worked hard to try to pursue the moon. Although the moon still retains her infinite grace, the Sun burns forever. — Yuki Du